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The Russian Legal and Governance Journals (UDB-LAW-RUS) collection presents an
extensive assembly of more than 80 Russian law journals, offering an unprecedented
look into the country’s legal system, and covering a wide range of topics from
intellectual property and industrial rights to the inner workings of governance and
administrative law. Scholars, practitioners, and students will find this collection an
invaluable asset, providing deep insights into the nuances of Russian law and a
wellspring of knowledge for academic research, professional practice, and course
development.

The collection offers an immersive experience into the Russian legal milieu, featuring
rigorous analyses, in-depth discussions, and the latest thinking in the field. From the
meticulous details of enforcement proceedings to the broad perspectives on
economics and law, these journals encompass the full spectrum of legal thought.
With coverage of the foundational pillars such as constitutional law, civil and criminal
proceedings, to specialized areas like housing law and land relations, this anthology
is a cornerstone for anyone seeking to understand or teach the complexities of
Russian legal theory and practice.

Curated with an eye for both breadth and depth, the Russian Legal and Governance
Journals collection is not just a library resource but a gateway to a richer
understanding of Russian legal scholarship. As Russia continues to play a pivotal role
on the world stage, the relevance and importance of this collection cannot be
overstated. It promises to enhance the collection of any law library and become an
essential reference for those who delve into the multifaceted world of law and
governance.
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UDB-LAW-RUS Titles

The the Russian Legal and Governance Journals database covers at least 20 areas of
law:

Administrative Law (2 journals)

Civil and Commercial Law (4 journals)

Constitutional Law (4 journals)

Corporate Law (1 journal)

Criminal Law and Justice (7 journals)

Trade, Customs and Economic Law (6 journals)

Electoral Law (1 journal)

General Law (12 journals)

Government Oversight & Public Law (1 journal)

Housing and Insurance Law (3 journals)

Intellectual Property and Related Rights (4 journals)

International Law (4 journals)

Judicial System (2 journals)

Labor Law (1 journal)

Land and Property Law (1 journal)

Legal Theory and Legislative Law (13 journals)

Military Law (1 journal)

Political and Public Law (5 journals)

Public Administration (6 journals)

Social Services Law (2 journals)

View the full title list and holdings at www.eastview.com/eastview_udb-law-rus/
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